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A finite element model (FEM) of frame-shear structure was constructed using OpenSees program based on the nonlinear flexibility theory and multi-vertical-line theory that considered bending-shear coupling, and its progressive collapse resistance under abnormal conditions was analyzed. Flexibility-based method for modeling shear wall finite element and multi-vertical-line element (SFI-MVLEM) was proposed. Method of deleting failure component elements was presented, as well as the model solving algorithm. The FEM was validated by the completed structure test. On these bases, 3 groups of typical frame-shear structure systems were designed to perform nonlinear dynamic collapse analysis under different initial failure conditions, in order to study the impact of the number of floors and earthquake resistant design on the progressive collapse resistance of frame-shear structures. Analysis results showed that, at initial failure of frame column, the residual shear wall element can well complete the internal force redistribution of structure to provide alternative force transmission path, thereby forming antiprogessive collapse force. In the case of initial failure of shear wall, C-shaped shear wall can form alternative path to diminish the vertical deformation of frame-shear structures. Final comparison shows that the structural seismic design can effectively improve their anticollapse performance.

1. Introduction

Progressive collapse of building structures refers to the horizontal and vertical sequential damage of structures led by local failure caused by explosion, terrorist attacks, and other accidents, which results in collapse of overall structures or large-scale collapse that is disproportionate to the initial damage [1]. Progressive collapse of structures severely harms the public safety and people’s lives and property. Internationally, research on the progressive collapse of structures began with the British Ronan Point apartment collapse in 1968 initiated by gas explosion. In 2001, the US World Trade Center collapsed as a result of “911” terrorist attack, which drew the attention of engineering and academic circles [2, 3]. After years of scientific research and exploration, various countries have developed comprehensive antiprogressive collapse design codes. Representative ones are the US GSA and DoD guidelines. Meanwhile, China also officially released the collapse resistance code in 2015, the Code for Anticollapse Design of Building Structures. Taking a general view of the codes of various countries, the antiprogressive collapse design of high-rise structure focuses mainly on enhancing the reinforcement within beams, increasing the bending capacity of beam ends, and strengthening the role of beam mechanism, while exerting the axial tensile catenary action of rebar, in order to enhance the overall structural stability. For now, in terms of analytical methods, the most commonly used method of analyzing progressive collapse resistance is the linear static alternate path method, while the most accurate method is the nonlinear dynamic alternate path method [3–7].

Aside from the research findings in design codes and progressive collapse resistance guidelines, scholars from various countries have also made some progressive collapse in structural testing and numerical simulation in recent years. For example, with respect to collapse testing, Yi et al. [8] conducted a collapse test on a plane frame through quasistatic demolition test to determine the stress process of the test frame and the stress transformation mechanism. On this basis, Li et al. [9] carried out a collapse test on a plane frame infill wall to determine the contribution of infill wall within
the frame to the collapse resistance and collapse process of frame infill wall. With respect to spatial structure testing, Wang et al. [10] used a quasistatic approach to complete a series of progressive collapse tests on dual-layer bidirectional RC frame. They analyzed the transformation and stress mechanisms in each collapse stage of the space frame and put forward the lateral deformation calculating method as well as structural damage model. In terms of numerical calculation, Zhang and Liu [11] proposed several major challenges in solving the progressive collapse of structures: large geometric displacement and deformation, discontinuous displacement field, and collision effect between collapsed elements. Based on the energy balance algorithm, Vlassis et al. [12] constructed a theoretical framework for analyzing the progressive collapse resistance of RC frame structures. On this basis, Li et al. [13] derived the demand relationship between linear and nonlinear resistance of beam and catenary mechanisms in the collapse process of frame structures. Regarding the finite element programming computation, Wang et al. [14] built a 12-story frame structure based on the ABAQUS FEA software for the nonlinear analysis of progressive collapse. In summary, despite many existing antiprogressive collapse theoretical systems and finite element programming computation methods for structures, most of them are for RC frame structures. Few studies have investigated the contribution of shear wall to the antiprogressive collapse in the RC frame-shear wall structures. In addition, there is little research on the effect of seismic design on anticollapse performance of structures despite the widespread concern about antiprogressive collapse capability of high-rise structures. In view of this, this paper discusses the effect of seismic design.

A typical frame-shear building structure (6-degree seismic design) is designed herein according to the Chinese Code for Design of Concrete Structures (GB 50010-2010) based on OpenSees finite element program. Using the designed structure, an analysis is made on the effect of number of stories on progressive collapse resistance of frame-shear structure. To consider the effect of seismic design on the structural antiprogressive collapse performance, the frame-shear structure is subjected to 8-degree seismic design in accordance with the Code for Seismic Design of Buildings (GB 50011-2010), as well as to progressive collapse analysis. Meanwhile, finite element model is constructed with flexibility method-based fiber beam elements and novel multi-vertical-line shear wall elements that consider bending-shear coupling. Modeling method of the frame structure is presented and verified by an example. On these bases, alternate path method is employed to perform nonlinear dynamic analysis on the RC frame-shear wall structure model. The relevant modeling method and calculation results can provide some references for the antiprogressive collapse analysis of frame-shear structures.

2. Design Information

A 15-story RC frame-shear wall structure is designed according to the Code for Design of Concrete Structures (GB 50010-2010) and the Code for Seismic Design of Structures (GB 50011-2010) with reference to the structural layout of an actual project [15, 16]. The relevant design information is as follows:

1) Figure 1 presents the planar layout of the structure. The first story is 4.2 m high, while the remaining stories are 3.6 m high. Columns have a cross section size of 650 mm × 650 mm, while those for transverse beams (X direction) and longitudinal beams (Y direction) are 300 mm × 500 mm and 350 mm × 700 mm, respectively. Floor thickness is 120 mm, while column feet are assumed to be fixed to the floor. In terms of materials, concrete used for shear walls and columns has a strength grade of C40, while that used for plates and beams has a strength grade of C30. Longitudinal rebar pieces of constraint elements at the edge of shear walls are the same in grade as those of columns, which are HRB400. Besides, type of longitudinal rebar of beams is selected as HRB335, whereas type of stirrup material is HPB235. Table 1 displays the material parameters of the structural members in these buildings.

2) Load information: floor dead load is 5.0 kN/m² and live load 2.0 kN/m². Roof dead load is 7.5 kN/m² and live load 0.5 kN/m², while surface roughness is set as category C.

3) Seismic design information: type of soil in the construction site is set as type II. Besides, seismic fortification intensity is 6 degrees, and seismic grade of shear walls and frames is grade 2. To consider the effect of seismic design on the structural antiprogressive collapse, the frame-shear structure is subjected to 8-degree seismic design, while other design information remains unchanged. The corresponding design peak ground acceleration (PGA) with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years equals 0.05 and 0.20 g, in which g is the acceleration of gravity. Note that because of different requirements of the maximum axial force ratios specified in the Chinese seismic...
In order to ensure the accuracy of antiprogressive collapse analysis.

3. Finite Element Model

3.1. SFI-MVLEM Element Model for Shear Walls. Multi-vertical-line shear wall element considering bending-shear coupling is developed on the basis of three-vertical-line-element theory. Initially proposed by Japanese scholars [17], the three-vertical-line-element model utilizes the axial stiffness by the two external elements and adds a horizontal spring at the position of central line element to simulate the shear response on the RC wall by shifting the neutral axis of wall member. But the defects are that consistent deformation between local springs and central line element is difficult and the height of central line element can hardly be determined, which easily lead to computational difficulty. On this basis, researchers have developed a multi-vertical-line-element theory, where multiple vertical springs are introduced to simulate the axial and bending stiffness of shear walls, and horizontal springs are used at the position of central line element to simulate the shear stiffness, thereby solving the problem of difficulty in consistent deformation. However, shear action cannot be considered for vertical springs, and the contribution of RC material to shear force is neglected, so its use in simulation may lead to computational deviation. Eventually, a multi-vertical-line element theory considering bending-shear coupling was developed [18], which is based on the fixed-strut-angle-model (FSAM) and where a novel RC element is used to replace the vertical fiber element. Bending-shear action and material constitution can directly be considered for a single RC element in the model, and separate stress analysis is possible. Furthermore, interlock behavior of concrete aggregate and dowel action of rebar are modified to improve the computation accuracy of the model. The theoretical schematic diagram is shown Figure 2.

3.2. Flexibility-Based Fiber Line Element for Beam and Column. In the geometric nonlinear analysis of structure's progressive collapse, the actual and assumed displacement fields of line elements like beams and columns differ greatly. So fine

design code, the steel quantity in 8-degree seismic design is larger than that in 6-degree seismic design. Specifically, the maximum axial force ratio for the design intensity of 6-degree is 0.9, whereas that for the design intensity of 8-degree is 0.75. And steel dosage also results in different self-weights in these buildings. The basic dynamic properties of the frame-shear wall structures are given in Table 2.

To consider the effects of different number of stories on the progressive collapse resistance of frame-shear structure and to simplify the collapse analysis process, in this paper, 10-story and 15-story RC frame-shear models are built for separate antiprogressive collapse analyses. To consider the effect of seismic design on the structural anticollapse performance, the frame-shear structure is subjected to 8-degree seismic design and modeling for progressive collapse analysis, followed by comparative analysis of collapse models. In accordance with the provisions of GSA2010 and DoD2010, demolition analysis on key components is needed. To comprehensively analyze the antiprogressive collapse performance of frame-shear structure, the following demolition conditions are designed herein. Regarding the demolition of key columns, corner columns and the short edge column are chosen for removal. Regarding the demolition of shear walls, in accordance with the DoD2010 provisions, load-bearing walls with height greater than twice the story height should be removed in steps, while for those with height less than twice the story height, shear walls can be removed as a whole for the progressive collapse analysis. According to the design information, shear walls of this paper are lower than twice the story height, so shear walls in the center of first floor are chosen for holistic removal. Relevant demolition sites are marked in Figure 1.

In accordance with the DoD2010 provisions, the judging mechanism for progressive collapse failure of structure in this paper is as follows: when the top displacement of removed member exceeds 1/5 of the vertical relative displacement of beam connected to it, the structure is judged as failure, which enters an irreversible collapse process. The frame-shear structure in this paper is symmetrical. Nonlinear dynamic alternate path method is used to analyze the frame-shear model,
division of line elements is needed to approximate the real displacement field, in order to improve the solution accuracy. The fine division of elements will increase the number of elements, which will affect the solution efficiency. To ensure the accuracy and efficiency of solution, flexibility-based fiber line element is used in this paper [19]. Sectional resistance and tangent stiffness of the flexibility-based beam-column elements are calculated by force function interpolation. Calculation is possible as long as the number of elements and the number of integration points are determined according to the dimensions of line members without the need to refine displacement field. In the nonlinear calculation process, good results can be obtained, and convergence is overall favorable.

Since the OpenSees program is different from the commercial finite element programs, if nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed by simply killing the predesigned key members applying "birth-death element" technology, the degree of freedom of the overall structure will undergo changes. Moreover, the instantaneous removal of elements leads to great dynamic effect on the structure, which is likely to result in interruption or nonconvergence of calculation process. In this paper, to achieve precise calculation, first of all, the overall calculation was conducted on the model, and the static internal force and counterforce of failure node were obtained. Then, the key components were removed and the static internal force and counterforce before the components were removed were exerted on the components at the same time so as to make the structure equal to the overall structure before the components were removed. Finally, to obtain the transient oscillation effect of the structure, the static internal force and counterforce on the key nodes were instantaneously removed, and the time was returned to zero at the same time for nonlinear dynamic calculation [20]. The schematic diagram of analytical procedure is shown in Figure 3.

Regarding iterative integration and solution, this paper employs Krylov-Newton algorithm to facilitate the convergence of program computation. Transformation method is used for boundary condition processing, while SparseSYM is utilized for solving dynamic analysis equations [21].

The SFI-MVLEM element is used as the shear wall element to calculate the elastoplastic behaviors of RC wall corresponding zones by taking into consideration the concrete confinement effect in the confinement zone of wall-edge members and the reinforcement assignment in the nonconfined zone of wall plates. Rebar is set according to the sectional design of members. Figure 4(a) shows the division of shear wall member elements, where the central joints and SFI-MVLEM elements are divided according to the shear wall height. In the figure, the modified ConcreteCM constitutive model is used for the concrete material, while the modified SteelMPF constitutive model is employed for the rebar material. The shear coefficient of element, dowel stiffness of rebar,
and reinforcement ratio of members are calculated by applying the FSAM theory. The constitutive relations between concrete and rebar are integrated into a FSAM material constitutive model to perform the elastoplastic analysis of shear wall members. Finite elements of flexibility-based line system are modeled with the NonlinearBeamColumn element. Concrete is modeled using the Mander model, while rebar is modeled using the Giuffre-Gotto-Pinto model. For the models in this paper, two sets of shear wall elements are set up for each story taking the 5-story planar frame-shear wall structure as an example. Relevant schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4(b).

### 3.3. Validation of the Model with a Series of Test Results

Due to space constraints, four sets of shear wall specimens are selected in this paper for calculation with SFI-MVLEM shear wall elements, and the results are compared with the experimental data. The specific procedure is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) [22] presents the linear shear wall with a design shear height ratio of 2.0. Experimental process is dominated by bending failure. Clearly, the calculated results of SFI-MVLEM element are in good agreement with the experimental findings. Figure 5(b) presents the shear wall test with displacement ratio as the loading condition [23]. It can be concluded from the comparison results that the calculations in this paper are also applicable to shear walls controlled by this type of loads. Figure 5(c) shows the large-scale of shear wall specimen, where cracks spread through the wall plate area, and rebar at the bottom yield [24]. Comparison data demonstrates that the SFI-MVLEM element can well calculate the elastic-plastic behavior of such shear walls. Figure 5(d) shows the high-strength concrete shear wall member, whose concrete strength is up to 102 MPa [25]. The model in this paper allows accurate calculation of such shear wall members. It can thus be concluded that the SFI-MVLEM shear wall element has a good accuracy and is simple to model, which is suitable for various kinds of complex shear wall members.

Ren et al. [26] from the Tsinghua University conducted a series of progressive collapse tests on beam-slab structure to consider the antiprogressive collapse performance of beam-slab structure after failure of frame columns. During the tests, they analyzed the failure mechanism and resistance mechanism of floor system in the collapsing process of columns and discussed the contribution of floor slabs to the progressive collapse resistance of frame structure. Progressive collapse tests are simulated using the elements and modeling method presented in this paper. The calculation results are in good agreement with the experimental results, which well predict the experimental curves in the beam mechanism stage and the transition stage between beam and catenary mechanisms. Figure 6 presents the reinforcement drawing in the tests. The calculation results and the contrast data are shown in Figure 7.

In order to study the differences of the full-size experiment and reduced scale experiment of frame-shear wall structure in earthquake disaster, Japan and the United States cooperated a series of structural dynamic time history experiments. The full-scale structure was tested at the Large-Scale Testing Facility at the Building Research Institute (BRI) in Tsukuba, Japan. Then, Wolfgram [27] conducted three groups of reduced scale experiments. In the paper, one frame-shear wall structure experiment was selected for simulation. The calculation results are consistent with the displacement time history curve of the structure experiment test and can satisfy the needs of the research (Figure 8).

### 4. Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis of Frame-Shear Wall Structure

#### 4.1. Demolition of Bottom Corner Columns

Figure 9 shows the comparisons of vertical displacement time histories between nodes of structure stories after corner column failure. By comparing with the analysis results of various frame-shear structures in this paper, we find that all the three structures have not undergone collapse behavior after demolition of bottom short-side corner column. Besides, vertical displacements at the short-side frame beam are small, all of which reached the free vibration within 1 s into a steady state.
Comparison of the displacement time history curves between various structures reveals that after demolition of corner column the top displacement at demolition site of 10-story frame-shear structure is at the highest level, which is about 1/100 of the span of the long-side frame beam. The vertical displacement at the first story apex of 15-story structure is slightly smaller, which also does not satisfy the displacement judgment about structural progressive collapse. The 10-story frame-shear structure with seismic design exhibits the lowest displacement level. Its top displacement at demolition site is about 7.1 mm lower than the ordinary 10-story structure. This is because, for the case of demolition of short-side corner column, the side frame originally supported by corner column turns into a cantilever beam, and the upper loads of structure gather towards the failure corner region. By strengthening the seismic design of structure, the seismic performance level is elevated compared to the ordinary structure. According to “strong column weak beam” design requirements in China, we can enhance the horizontal restraints at the structural beam ends and improve the stiffness and bearing capacity of nodes, while increasing the integrity of structure, thereby enhancing the ductility of high-level structure, so that the collapse resistance at the failure corner region maintains high level [28]. Thus, the vertical displacement at its failure apex is rather small. In addition, for the 15-story structure, the upper frame beam at the corner region creates a hollow rod effect after failure of bottom column, which generates new bending moment at beam ends in the form of gravity equiaxial pressure to dissipate the unbalanced work of superstructure. It can be seen by comparing the top displacement that the higher
the structure story, the better the hollow rod effect, but the smaller the contribution to collapse resistance. Meanwhile, in terms of top displacement, the time history curve of 15-story structure tends to flatten out and is less oscillatory.

4.2. Demolition of Central Shear Wall. Figure 10 presents the comparisons of time histories between nodes of structure stories after shear wall failure. After the failure of central shear wall, the C-shaped shear wall undergoes a slight deformation,

Figure 6: Reinforce details of the RC frames.
and the structure basically has no risk of progressive collapse. By comparing the displacement time histories between various model nodes, we find that the first story node displacement of the 10-story frame-shear structure is at the highest level after failure of lateral shear wall. Its maximum vertical deformation is only 15.44 mm. Meanwhile, no significant difference is found in the vertical displacement of nodes at the first story failure site between three models. Although the self-weight and bearing capacity of shear wall elements are higher than the frame columns and beams, the three shear walls form a C-shaped tube structure in this paper. When the central shear wall fails, the lateral and side shear walls can bear the unbalanced load of superstructure to become an effective alternative path. Meanwhile, the frame beam-column structure at the side of failed shear wall can provide the beam-end-beam mechanism collapse resistance contribution and the catenary mechanism anticollapse contribution of rebar tensile force within cross section to dissipate the unbalanced work within the structure, thereby improving the progressive collapse resistance [29, 30].

As for the top story nodes, the apex of 15-story structure enters into the free vibration stabilization period within 1.5 s. The vertical displacements of apexes are similar between the 10-story structures with or without seismic design. Finally, it can be seen that the structure of several floors (10, 15 layers) and structure seismic design of 8 degrees (6 degrees) had slight effect on center shear wall failure in three sets of computing models due to the center position of shear wall and mechanical properties.

4.3. Demolition of Short Edge Columns Near the Center. Figure 11 shows the time history comparisons between nodes of structure stories after failure of short-side middle column. In contrast to the demolition of corner column, the demolition of short-side middle column causes the frame beams on three sides of column ends to become cantilever beams. From the comparison of vertical displacement curves between two cases, it is clear that the vertical displacements of nodes for the case of demolition of middle column frame-shear wall structure are generally smaller than the demolition of corner column. Among them, the maximum bottom node displacement of 10-story structure is reduced by about 26%, while the maximum bottom displacement of 15-story structure is reduced by about 28%. This is caused by the lack of effective horizontal restraint protection for the frame beams at both vertical ends in the corner region after failure of corner support columns. The support column on the other side of frame beam can provide structural horizontal restraints, so
that pressure arch effect emerges within the beam to form the beam mechanism, which provides progressive collapse resistance in a manner that the ends of vertical two-way frame beams are subjected to bending loads. In the case of demolition of short-side middle column, horizontal restraints are provided by the support columns at frame beam ends after failure of middle column. The ends of three side frame beams form a beam mechanism to resist the collapse force by the end bending moments. Meanwhile, the $Y$-direction through frame beam in the periphery of structure can provide effective horizontal constraints, so that the beam can play a role of intrabeam rebar tensile force under large deformation to form catenary effect and to provide progressive collapse resistance. Thus, node deformations are generally small after failure of middle column. In addition, in the case of short-side middle column failure, the vertical deformations of bottom nodes for the 10-story frame structure with 8-degree seismic design are small, whose maximum node displacement is reduced by 23% compared to the ordinary 10-story structure. This large vertical deformation is manifested basically the same as the case of corner column failure, indicating that the seismic design can effectively enhance the progressive collapse resistance of high-rise structures and improve the structural safety. Finally, it can be seen that in the case of short-side middle column failure, the structure with higher stories has little effect on the progressive collapse resistance under hollow rod effect.

Figure 9: Removal of the corner columns in building: (a) 10-story model; (b) 15-story model; (c) 10-story model of the 8-degree seismic design; (a)–(c) vertical displacement of the joint at the top of the removed column on the $x$-th story.
5. Discussion on Anticollapse Design of Structures

With the development of economy, high-rise structures continue to spring up; progressive collapse resistance design of high-rise structures has been gaining increasing attention. Anticollapse designs are made abroad mainly in accordance with the US GSA2010 and DoD2010 design guidelines. In China, the primary references are the Code for Design of Concrete Structures and the Technical Specification for Concrete Structures of High-Rise Buildings before 2015. In 2015, the Code for Anticollapse Design of Building Structures is officially promulgated, which presents the member tying method, alternate path method, local reinforcement method, and relevant theoretical calculation methods. Moreover, methods of calculating beam mechanism and rebar catenary mechanism are also supplemented based on the research findings in recent years. In view of the complexity of collapse, the existing specifications and design criteria have not formed a complete technical standard system yet. Further research is needed to perfect the theoretical calculation method, failure judging criteria, collapse judgment, and design parameters.

(1) In recent years, the engineering community’s understanding of the design of structural antipressive collapse lies in the mere anticollapse design of important buildings in accordance with the codes, while ignoring the influences of anticollapse design on the earthquake, fire, and other disaster resistance of structures. This does not meet the requirements on the establishment of multihazard prevention system.

Figure 10: Removal of central shear wall in building: (a) 10-story model; (b) 15-story model; (c) 10-story model of the 8-degree seismic design; (a)–(c) vertical displacement of the joint at the top of the removed column on the xth-story.
For example, addition of intrabeam longitudinal reinforcement layout after the anticollapse design may result in “strong beam weak column” damage of the structure during the earthquake. In addition, with the increase of structural rebar, the impact on rebar increases under fire scenario, which may pose threats to the stability of high-rise structures. Therefore, for safety consideration, a secondary seismic or fire-resistance design may be required after the anticollapse design. This means repeated design, which may result in increased material consumption and aggravated designer’s responsibility. This paper attempts to discuss and analyze the structural progressive collapse using influencing factors such as seismic design and story number. We find that the direct seismic design of structure without collapse design can effectively improve its progressive collapse resistance. However, further in-depth study is needed, and design method suitable for seismic, fire, and progressive collapse resistance of high-rise structures needs to be put forward.

(2) Existing methods for anticollapse analysis of building structures mainly include the linear static alternate path method, nonlinear static alternate path method, linear dynamic alternate path method, and nonlinear dynamic alternate path method, of which the nonlinear dynamic alternate path method is the most accurate method for antiprogressive collapse analysis. Its analytical procedure is as follows: firstly, nonlinear numerical model of structure is constructed; key
members are removed from top to bottom story-by-story, and nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed; if the structure undergoes progressive collapse and rebar in the collapse subarea is increased, then the demolition analysis cycle is continued until the structure no longer collapses. The method is computationally difficult to be widely used. Lu et al. [30, 31] modified the method by using a dynamic amplification factor (DAF) to correct the linear static resistance demand to approximate the true nonlinear dynamic resistance demand. They introduced dynamic method coefficient for considering dynamic response to calculate the dynamic internal force and to determine the design value of load effect and the nonlinear dynamic resistance requirements, so that the designers can choose within this range. Its significance is that it simplifies the cyclic procedure and calculation difficulty of the nonlinear dynamic analysis. Although the analytical results are not as accurate as the nonlinear dynamic method, it still meets the actual needs, so that ordinary designers can also perform the nonlinear design of anticontinuous structural collapse. More simplification attempts and innovative approaches are needed regarding the antiprogressive collapse analysis methods for building structures.

(3) Linear static alternate path method in GSA2010 mostly uses the internal force reduction coefficient and dynamic magnification factor to consider the dynamic response problem of structures. However, in practical engineering, nonlinear and dynamic factors will simultaneously produce effects on structure, which may lead to large computational error. Thus, progressive collapse specifications need to be further perfected and supplemented [32, 33].

(4) Parameter settings in the codes for progressive collapse resistance design are mostly based on the previous collapse disaster data, which are highly occasional. Besides, testing of large-scale structures is costly, demanding in terms of test platform, data collection, and testing personnel, and makes verification of design parameters difficult. In addition, the current structural theory and building material performance are all significantly better than the past, which will thus lead to certain errors in the calculation of parameters.

6. Conclusion

Through the above nonlinear progressive collapse analysis of high-rise frame-shear structures, we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) Nonlinear finite element model of high-rise frame-shear structure is built by using the novel shear wall element SFI-MVLEM and the flexible line fiber element. The feasibility of simulating progressive structural collapse with SFI-MVLEM and line flexibility elements is verified via collapse tests on substructures comprising four shear wall members and two frame sets as an example. Meanwhile, the use of progressive collapse analysis method and the integral iteration and solution methods proposed in this paper can well obtain the progressive collapse analysis data of structures. This indicates that the finite element program OpenSees can be applied to the seismic and progressive collapse analyses of large-scale high-rise structures.

(2) Considering the effects of story number and seismic design on the structural progressive collapse resistance in the high-rise frame-shear structures, three typical cases are designed for the nonlinear collapse analysis of high-rise structures. The results show that the frame-shear structure has a fairly complete transmission path upon initial failure of the corner column to prevent collapse behavior. When the shear wall produced initial damage, shear wall edge frame beams formed anticollapse strength at end bending moment; the reinforcing steel bar in the beam provided crenary mechanism in the form of tension, formed anticollapse strength and connected with the wall around the ones where shear failed, and could effectively alter force transferring path, so it could effectively resist continuity of collapse, and frame-shear wall structure had small deformation. In the case of short-side middle column failure, the structural vertical deformation is smaller than the corner column failure. Finally, anticollapse performance of high-rise structures is well improved after 8-degree seismic design.
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